Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a highly lethal malignancy which is mostly diagnosed in advanced and inoperable stages though surgery remains the only curable therapeutic approach. Early detection markers are urgently needed to improve diagnosis. Altered hyaluronoglucosaminidase 2 gene (HYAL2) DNA methylation in peripheral blood is known to be associated with malignancy at early stage but has not been evaluated in PDAC patients. This study evaluates the association between bloodbased HYAL2 methylation and PDAC by a case-control study with 191 controls and 82 PDAC patients. Decreased methylation of all four investigated HYAL2 methylation sites showed highly significant association with PDAC (odds ratio (ORs) per -10% methylation ranging from 2.03 to 12.74, depending on the specific CpG site, p < 0.0001 for all). HYAL2 methylation sites were also distinguishable between stage I&II PDAC (61 subjects) and controls (ORs per-10% methylation from 3.17 -23.04, p < 0.0001 for all). Thus, HYAL2 methylation level enabled a very good discrimination of PDAC cases from healthy controls (area under curve (AUC) = 0.92, 95% Confidence interval (C.I.): 0.88 -0.96), and was also powerful for the detection of PDAC at stage I&II (AUC = 0.93, 95% C.I.: 0.89 -0.98). Moreover, the blood-based HYAL2 methylation pattern was similar among PDAC patients with differential clinical characteristics, and showed no correlation with the overall survival of PDAC patients. Our study reveals a strong association between decreased HYAL2 methylation in peripheral blood and PDAC, and provides a promising blood-based marker for the detection of PDAC.
INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a highly malignant cancer and the fourth leading course of cancer-related mortality with 40,000 deaths in Europe each year [1] . The therapeutic options are devastating and surgery remains the main curative treatment approach for only 20% of patients, whereas the other patients are not operable. Even in the 20% patients who could be treated by radical pancreatico-duonodectomy, the 5-year survival is also just about 30% and chemotherapy had only limited improvement in survival [2] [3] . Overall, 10-year survival of PDAC patients is only 1.1% [4] . Since early detection strategies are missing, most patients present clinically with a progressed and incurable disease which has very limited curative therapeutic approaches.
Major risk factors for PDAC are known to be chronic pancreatitis and environmental risk factors such as tobacco use, high caloric diet and alcohol as well as inherited cancer susceptibility syndromes in up to 10% of the cases [5] . Multiple genes that are associated with wellknown hereditary cancer syndromes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2, PALB2, CDKN2A, ATM and the DNA mismatch repair genes were found to be associated with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma as well [6] . Recently, inherited mutations in correlation with PDAC have gained focused attention, and a pathogenic BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation was identified in a large cohort in 4.6% among pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma patients [6] . Nonetheless, those risk stratifications attempts have not yet been implemented in daily clinic to improve diagnostic tools.
There are several approaches to identify new biomarkers and to classify pancreatic cancer carriers from healthy persons. DNA methylation is described as one of the earliest and most common events in the process of cancer development, affecting control of gene transcription and the architecture of the cell nucleus [7, 8] . Recent literature has reported the correlation between aberrant methylation of DNA from peripheral blood and multiple cancers, such as breast, ovarian, head and neck, as well as bladder cancer [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Hyaluronidases (HYALs) are key regulators of hyaluronan (HA) metabolism, and HYAL2 is known to be expressed in somatic tissue and blood cells and to initiate HA degradation [21] , whereas HYAL1 expression in tumor tissue was recently found to be associated with endometrial carcinoma aggressiveness and described as an independent prognostic factor for early disease recurrence [22] . At the somatic level, overexpression of HYAL2 is correlated with a higher occurrence of metastasis and shorter survival of triple negative breast cancer [18] . Whole exome sequencing discovered HYAL2 mutations in the recurrent B-cell lymphoma [23] . Furthermore, the methylation level of HYAL2 in tumor tissue has been shown to predict overall and progression-free survival in colorectal cancer [24] .
Decreased methylation of HYAL2 has been reported in the peripheral blood DNA of breast cancer patients and head and neck cancer patients [11, 25] .
To investigate the association between blood-based HYAL2 methylation and PDAC, we hereby conducted a case-control study and analysed the HYAL2 methylation in PDAC patients with various clinical characteristics (Table 1) and healthy control individuals.
RESULTS

Decreased HYAL2 methylation is associated with PDAC
HYAL2 methylation in peripheral blood DNA associated to PDAC was evaluated using the HYAL2-A amplicon [25] harboring four CpG sites (CpG_1, CpG_2, CpG_3, CpG_4) for analyses with Sequenom MALDI-TOF (matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight) mass spectrometry. The HYAL2_CpG_3 site showed the most significantly lower methylation levels in PDAC cases than in controls (PDAC cases: median = 0. by logistic regression adjusted for age and gender, Figure 1A and Table 2 ). Methylation levels of the other three CpG loci also showed significantly lower levels among the PDAC cases than the controls (all OR per -10% methylation > 2.00, p < 1.00 × 10 -5 by logistic regression adjusted for age and gender, Figure 1A and Table 2 ). The methylation levels of the other three CpG loci in HYAL2-A amplicon [25] were also strongly correlated with the methylation level of HYAL2_CpG_3 (all Spearman rho > 0.65, p < 4.60 × 10 -34 , Table 2 ).
Decreased HYAL2 methylation is associated with PDAC at stage I&II
Since the PDAC patients recruited in this study are part of a surgical collective, more early and resectable cases (Stage I&II) were included than typical for the general PDAC population. 60 out of the 82 PDAC are at the stage I and stage II. Compared to the healthy controls, the status of HYAL2 methylation was also significantly decreased in PDAC cases at relatively early stage. The methylation status of all HYAL2 CpG sites was also correlated with stage I&II PDAC as shown by the OR > 3.17 (p < 1.40 × 10 -7 by logistic regression adjusted for age and gender, Figure 1B and Table 3 ). Same as the PDAC in general, the most altered methylation for stage I&II PDAC compared to controls was detected in the HYAL2_CpG_3 site (OR = 23.04, 95% C.I. = 9.74 -54.53, p = 9.49 × 10 -13 ) ( Figure 1B and Table 3 ).
HYAL2 methylation has no correlation with the clinical characteristics of PDAC
With the aim to further identify subgroups at risk for PDAC, the relation between blood-based HYAL2 methylation status and clinical characteristics of PDAC (Table 1 ) was analysed. The methylation levels of all four CpG sites in HYAL2-A amplicon showed no correlation with tumor size, lymph node involvement, status of distant metastasis, tumor stage, grading as shown in Table 4 . This gives further proof that HYAL2 methylation could detect PDAC regardless of stage, and thus, is suitable for the early detection. We further evaluated the influence of age and gender to HYAL2 methylation. Interestingly, HYAL2 methylation showed a significant inverse correlation with older age and a positive correlation with male gender in the control group but not in the case group (Table 5) . 53 PDAC patients died with a median overall survival time of 423 days, range from 32 days to 1475 days. The cox regression analysis was performed to evaluate the influence of individual factors to the overall survival of PDAC patients (tumor size was not analysed in the cox regression, because no statistical power can be reached when only 4 patients had T1 and T2 tumors). In the univariate analysis, positive lymph nodes, status of distant metastasis, and higher grading showed significant influence on the survival time (p < 0.05), whereas gender, age and HYAL2 methylation levels had no significant correlation with the overall survival of PDAC patients (Table 6 ). In Figure 2 , Kaplan Meier curve also shows that the overall survival time is significantly correlated with the status of lymph nodes, status of distant metastasis and grading. In the following multivariate analysis using the significant factors (p < 0.1) selected from the univariate model, status of distant metastasis and grading correlated significantly with the overall survival of PDAC patients (status of distant metastasis, hazard ratio = 5.97, p = 0.006; higher grading, hazard ratio = 3.52, p = 0.0003, Table 6 ).
HYAL2 methylation as marker for the detection of PDAC
The possibility of using HYAL2 methylation as detection marker of PDAC was evaluated with the receiver operating characteristic [26] curve analyses adjusted for age and gender by logistic regression. The methylation levels of all HYAL2 methylation sites pooled together revealed strong discriminatory power between PDAC cases and controls (area under curve (AUC = 0.92, 95% C.I. = 0.88-0.96, sensitivity 75.6%, specificity 93.7%), and between stage I&II PDAC cases and controls (AUC = 0.93, 95% C.I. = 0.89-0.98, sensitivity 66.7%, Table 7 .
DISCUSSION
This is the first case-control study that describes a significant correlation between decreased methylation of HYAL2 in peripheral blood among PDAC patients compared to healthy controls. PDAC remains a highly lethal cancer, with about 80% of the patients diagnosed at advanced and unresectable stage (20% are at stage III, median survival 8-14 months; 60% are at stage IV, median survival 4-6 months). The other resectable patients (stage 0, stage I, stage II and even part stage III) have a median survival of about 20 months after the surgery [27] . In our study, we also observed that the early detection of PDAC could dramatically increase the survival time of patients (in our study, 100% of Stage I, 33.3% of Stage IIA and 5% of Stage IIB patients survived for more than four years). The detection of PDAC at resectable stage (before and including stage II) can improve survival time of patients for more than 10 months; whereas clinicians are devoted to improve 2-3 months' survival of advanced PDAC patients in many Phase III clinical studies [28] [29] . Early detection markers for resectable pancreatic neoplasia are urgently needed. However, the carbohydrate antigen (CA) 19-9, the tumor marker of pancreatic cancer, is related to tumor size and has a limited sensitivity for small cancers [30] . The positive predictive value of CA 19-9 is especially low in asymptomatic individuals and is therefore not recommended as screening tool [31] . Genetic analysis found several PDAC specific genes and identifies individuals with a germline mutation associated with predispositions for familial cancers. Among pancreatic cancer patients 3-16% are either syndromic or familial [32] . Therefore, diagnostic tools are urgently needed to provide surveillance strategies for predisposed carriers [32] . Additionally, a sub-classification of gene mutation carriers with an increased risk of developing pancreatic cancer is desirable to identify especially those people at higher risk, in order to develop more individualized surveillance programs. HYAL2 is known to be increased in proliferative processes and was described as a tumor suppressor gene involved in cell adhesion, cell mobility, chemokinesis, cancer progression, angiogenesis and metastasis [21, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Recently, we have shown lower HYAL2 methylation level and higher HYAL2 gene expression in the peripheral blood of breast cancer patients compared to controls [25] . This is in agreement with previous studies publishing decreased HYAL2 methylation in the peripheral blood in the patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma compared to controls [11] . Here, we report HYAL2 hypomethylation in the blood of PDAC patients comparing to the healthy controls. It is possible that hypomethylation of HYAL2 may reflect a broader change in DNA methylation across many CpG sites in the genome that occurs in patients with certain cancer syndromes. But it is interesting that CpG_3 of HYAL2 showed the most significant correlation to PDAC, whereas CpG_4 of HYAL2 was the most significant site correlated to breast cancer. Studies with larger samples size and multiple cancers will be helpful to understand whether there are cancer type specific methylation patterns. It has been known that the proportion of DNA from cancer cells in blood has a ratio of about 1:1000 comparing to the DNA from blood cells [38] , and thus, very likely the change of DNA methylation mainly originates from white blood cells. In our previous study in breast cancer, we suggested that the change of leucocytes subpopulation proportion and the breast cancer associated differential HYAL2 methylation in leucocytes subpopulations (T cells and probably other cell types except B cells) are the main reasons for the origin of breast cancer associated differential methylation in blood [25] . Unfortunately, in our study we only have DNA materials from the whole blood of the PDAC patients and controls, and no fresh blood samples available; therefore we could not tell whether this altered DNA methylation is because of the change in proportion of cells and methylation of this gene is cell type specific. Another way to estimate the cell proportion is via statistical calculation using epigenomewide Array data, which is also not available for us. This is a limitation of our study, which should be further explored in the future. In addition, as no questionnaires to the life style were given to the patients and the blood donors, there was in lack of details to the life style factors of the patients and healthy controls. Except age and gender, other potential methylation related factors, such as tobacco smoking and alcohol drinking are unfortunately not available in our study. In future studies these clinical and life style data of study subjects should be collected. The mechanisms of cancer-related aberrant HYAL2 methylation in blood remain unknown. So far, there is also no report about the function of HYAL2 in blood cells. Very recently, copy number variation in the gene region of HYAL2 was reported to be associated with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma [23] , indicating that HYAL2 is functional in the malignancy of B cells. In our study, we disclosed the highly significant difference of HYAL2 methylation between PDAC cases and controls, and suggested its potential in the clinical usage as a marker for the PDAC. We could not find a correlation between the altered HYAL2 methylation in blood cells and the clinical pathological characteristics. The similar HYAL2 methylation levels in the patients with early and advance PDAC, as well as the comparable distinguish power for HYAL2 methylation for the PDAC in general and stage I&II PDAC, give strong indication that blood-based HYAL2 methylation might be sufficient for the detection of resectable PDAC. Our finding of HYLA2 hypomethylation in the blood of PDAC patients by case-control study cannot answer the question of whether methylation marker presents cancer risk or cancer progress. In a prospective cass-cohort analysis of DNA methylation in blood and breast cancer, Xu and colleagues found the change of methylation in women whose blood sample was collected less than 1 year before diagnosis is more pronounced than in women who provided blood in the year before their diagnosis. Although Xu's study indicates that blood-based methylation might be marker for preclinical disease via showing the correlation between marker strength and the time to diagnosis, the hypothesis should be taken with caution due to limited sample size. More prospective casecohort studies with larger sample size will be needed to explore whether methylation is a marker of predisposition to disease or a marker of preclinical disease. In the future studies, it will be interesting to analyse other potential markers. The combination of HYAL2 methylation and other markers, especially the markers representing different pathway or mechanism, might provide a even better panel for the detection of early PDAC, and might even be useful for sub-classification and prognosis [22] .
To highlight, this study disclosed the correlation between altered DNA methylation in whole blood (mainly from blood cells) and PDAC, and suggested outstanding power for the detection of PDAC, and has great potential for the detection of early PDAC. In contrast, so far circulating free DNA methylation markers from serum or plasma has shown limited evidence for the clinical usage of PDAC detection due to limited sensitivity to the early stage tumors [39] . Although blood-based HYAL2 methylation has shown significant difference between PDAC patients and controls in our study, the power of this study is limited by the small sample size. An additional remark also for our study is that the methylation difference has been compared to healthy controls but not to nonmalignant pancreatic diseases or other cancers. Validation studies in a second cohort with larger sample sizes and even prospective studies among high risk persons are needed to address the effect of predictive potential in healthy subjects. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
The present study was approved by the local Ethics Committee of the University of Heidelberg, Germany. Each participant provided written informed consent. All participants were Caucasian. Blood sample was drawn by venipuncture, collected into Li-Heparin-Gel Monovette (S-Monovette® 7.5ml LH; cat# 01.1604.001; Sarstedt AG; Nümbrecht, Germany) and stored at -80oC until DNA isolation. Since the PDAC patients recruited in this study are part of a surgical collective, more early and resectable cases (Stage I&II) were obtained than typical for the general PDAC population. In PDAC surgery, if metastases are found, the operation is finished as exploration without resection but with histologic confirmation. Thus, several Stage III and Stage IV cases are also included in the study. The clinical characteristics of PDAC were confirmed by pathology in all cases. All blood samples from the enrolled PDAC patients were taken before the surgery and pancreatic cancer related treatment. Detailed clinical data of the PDAC patients are shown in Table 3 . In the follow up period, 21 PDAC patients had no or not complete follow up data, whereas the remaining 61 PDAC patients were followed for four years with 53 death event in this period. No progression free survival data is available for the PDCA cases.
Peripheral blood samples from controls were consecutively collected from healthy blood donors (N = 191) by the German Red Cross Blood Service of BadenWürttemberg-Hessen (Mannheim, Germany) from 2004 to 2012 as described elsewhere [25, 40] . The controls have a median age of 61.0 years old (range from 21 to 68 years old), and have 115 males (60.2%) and 76 females (39.8%). No further exclusion or inclusion criteria were applied for the controls.
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Sequenom) described by Breitling et al. [9, 41] was used in all the validation and further exploring rounds. In brief, DNA was bisulfite converted by EZ-96 DNA Methylation Gold Kit (Zymo Research) and amplified by bisulfite-specific primers (no SNPs in the primers) and PCR amplicons HYAL2-A were described as previously used [25] . The PCR products were used according to the standard protocol of Sequenom EpiTyper Assay, and further cleaned by Resin and dispensed to a 384 SpectroCHIP by a Nanodispenser as described by us before. The chips were read by a Sequenom Mass Spectrometer system. Data were collected by SpectroACQUIRE v3.3.1.3 software and visualized with MassArray EpiTyper v1.2 software. For each batch of MassARRAY analysis, same amount of cases and controls were randomly selected from the cohort [25] .
Statistical analyses
All the statistical analyses were conducted by SPSS Statistics 21. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was used to assess the correlations. The comparisons between two and multiple groups were performed by logistic regression models and non-parametric tests. The logistic regression results were adjusted for possible and available confounding effects such as age and gender by including additional co-variables into the logistic regression models. Receiver operating characteristic [26] curve analysis assessed the discriminatory power of methylation levels. Cox-regression analyses were used to estimate the influence of factors to the survival of PDAC patients. All statistical tests were two-sided, and p values < 0.05 were defined as statistically significant. 
